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tales from...

a house builder
F

Exclusive
regular feature
by Roger Perry of
Hitchambury Homes

Making a home - how to adapt and customise your home

ollowing on from my article last
month, a lot of people ask me
how long it will take to build a new
home. A house like our detached
home in Ledborough Lane takes about
twelve months to build from start to finish.
As a company we encourage our customers
to reserve early and take advantage of the
bespoke options we are able to offer. We
have provisionally designed the home but
this unique opportunity allows you to adapt
and customise your home. The interiors can
be built to your exact requirements, giving
you and your family the lifestyle you desire
without any of the hassle, Hitchambury will
take care of everything for you. Not only can
you have the perfect location, but you can
also have your dream home too.
At Hitchambury we have a reputation
for building homes that are synonymous

with high quality, style and innovation and
at Ledborough Lane our building team is
already well advanced; foundations laid,
ground slab on and external brickwork up
to first floor level. Here in the office we too
have been busy, if you live locally you will
have noticed that our development signage
has now been erected which shows an
image of the finished house and has already
attracted a number of enquiries. We are
preparing the electrical layout drawings
along with provisional kitchen and bathroom
layout plans, as well as sourcing suppliers
and discussing the latest products with them
to ensure we can bring some of the new
technology and design features of tomorrow
to this individual property.
2012 is going to be an exciting year for
Hitchambury Homes with a collection of
exclusive developments with the first to view

early in the year, a true example of how we
create” space and light” in our homes
But until then I wish you all a Merry
Christmas and a Prosperous New Year!
● www.hitchamburyhomes.co.uk
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